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Section 1: Introduction

1.1 Overview
Yorkville CUSD 115 (“D115” or “District”) is issuing this Request for Proposal (“RFP”) for the
purpose of selecting a qualified vendor of a fully hosted web–based Student Information System
(“SIS”) to replace our current SIS. The preferred SIS will provide the District with a structured
environment to collect, maintain, and manage all student records and student–related
information. The system will integrate student, parent, and teacher information in one platform
and provide the District with the data collection and reporting capabilities to meet all federal and
Illinois state reporting requirements from Preschool through Grade 12.

In addition to a core migration from the existing product, the engagement will require the
development of data interfaces with multiple internal systems to achieve seamless integration
that eliminates the need for all manual processes and ensures timely data synchronization.
Proposals are due on or before September 6, 2022 at 12:00 PM CST. See proposal
submission instructions in the “*Submission of Proposals” section.

1.1.2 About Yorkville CUSD 115

Yorkville CUSD 115 is serving 6,700 students across 11 school buildings. The 85–square–mile
school district is comprised of one High School (grades 10–12), one Freshman Academy, one
Middle School (grades 7–8), one Intermediate School (grades 4-6), three Elementary Schools
(grades K–6), three Elementary Schools (grades K-3), and one Early Childhood Center in
3addition to a District Office.

The District also serves general education and special education students through
outplacement and other specialized programs. A complete listing of the District’s buildings and
programs, with staff and student count per building, is provided in Table 1. Additional information
about the District can be found on the District’s website at http://www.Y115.org.

Table 1 – District Buildings with Staff and Student Counts, as of August 2022

Staff Students

District Office 65 0

YHS/A 216 2005

YMS 128 1061

YIS 86 680

ACES 88 684

BBES 73 590

GRES 67 583
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CCGS 75 488

YGS 25 187

BGS 37 176

ECC (opening 2022)* 40 185

*Early Childhood students are moving from their existing buildings (BGS, CCGS and YGS) to
the new ECC starting in the fall of 2022. Additionally, the District will begin offering full day
kindergarten starting in the fall of 2022 Both of these changes may increase enrollment.

1.2 Terminology
Regardless of terminology, the procurement method is “Request for Proposals” (“RFP”). As
used in this RFP, the term “Proposal,” “Bid,” or “Proposals” shall mean proposals. The terms
“Proposer,” “Vendor(s)” and or “Offeror(s)” shall mean an entity submitting a proposal in
response to the RFP.

1.3 Objective
This document contains the system specifications and the requested format for vendor
proposals. The primary goals of this RFP are to:

● gain an understanding of SIS product capabilities in order to optimally select,
implement and operate a system that will meet the District’s needs for the next 10+
years;

● assess the total cost of ownership for a SIS, including installation costs related to
initial licensing, training, implementation, development, hardware, and infrastructure as
well as ongoing costs (such as software maintenance, technical support, software
release upgrade costs, etc.);

● select a vendor partner with a product strategy and product enhancement
delivery/implementation history that will meet the District’s needs (both for scale and
future additional functionality including regulatory requirements) throughout the life of the
product usage by the District.

Vendors are to propose a complete SIS system consisting of software, hardware, installation,
data conversion, software customization, training, software support, standard reports, and
integration with Federal reporting requirements and State of Illinois (ISBE) reporting
requirements.

The District will not accept proposals that do not conform to the requirements of this RFP.
Failure to address all aspects of the Project or the requirements of this RFP in a complete and
meaningful way may subject a Proposal to rejection.

1.4 Responsibilities and Specifications
Proposer is expected to examine and be familiar with all requirements and obligations of this
entire RFP. Failure to do so will be at the Proposer’s risk. The evaluation criteria for the award of
this RFP are set forth in Section 4: Selection and Rating Criteria.
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1.5 Discussions and Negotiation
The District, in its sole discretion, may enter into negotiations with the selected Proposer
regarding the final contract between the parties and/or any modifications to the Proposer’s
Proposal, including, but not limited to, the scope of the work, the timeline line of the work, and
pricing options. If the District is unable to negotiate a satisfactory contract with the selected
Proposer, the District shall provide written notice to the Proposer of the District’s decision to
terminate negotiations with the selected Proposer, effective immediately upon delivery, and
proceed to the next Proposer in the order of the selection ranking until a contract is reached or
all proposals are rejected.

1.6 Vendor Representations
Vendor warrants and represents that he or she has read and understands the RFP documents.
Vendor warrants and represents that its proposal is based on the specifications and
requirements contained in this RFP.

Vendor warrants and represents that its Proposal is genuine and not collusive, or sham and that
Vendor has not colluded, conspired, connived or agreed, directly or indirectly, with any other
vendor or person, to put in a sham proposal or to refrain from proposing, and has not in any
manner, directly or indirectly, sought by agreement or collusion, or communication or conference
with any person to fix the proposal price element of said proposal, or of that of any other Vendor,
to secure any advantages against any other vendor or any person interested in the proposed
Contract.

Vendor warrants and represents that Vendor has read the insurance specifications in the
required Contract terms and agree that Vendor is eligible for insurance per aforesaid
specifications.

Vendor warrants and represents that he or she is the authorized representative of the Vendor
and has the authority to bind the Vendor under the terms and conditions contained in the
Proposal.

1.7 Project Schedule
The schedule in Table 2 is for information purposes only and can be modified by the District in
its sole discretion. If modified, an update will be posted as an Addendum on
https://www.y115.org/RFP.
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Table 2 – Project Schedule Activity

Activity Date and Time (Central Time Zone)

Request for Proposal Issued Online Monday, August 1, 2022

Questions Deadline Monday, August 8, 2022 at 12:00 p.m. CDT

Questions and District Responses Posted Monday, August 15, 2022

Proposal Due Tuesday, September 6, 2022 at 12:00 p.m. CDT

Round 1

Initial Demonstrations Tuesday, September 20, 2022 and
Thursday, September 22, 2022

● A completed proposal is required to retain a demonstration date and time. Demonstration date
and time will be communicated no later than Monday, September 12, 2022.

Proposal Evaluations Thursday, September 22, 2022

Evaluation Outcome and Finalist Notifications Monday, September 26, 2022

Round 2

Follow Up Demonstrations Tuesday, October 4, 2022 and
Thursday, October 6, 2022

● Demonstration date and time will be communicated no later than Monday, September 26,
2022.

Proposal Evaluations Thursday, October 6, 2022

Reference Checks Starting the week of October 10, 2022

Legal Review with Finalists October 2022

Evaluation Outcome and Finalist Notifications October 2022

Round 3, as needed

Finalist Demonstration October or November 2022

● Finalist demonstration dates are anticipated to be determined in the Fall of 2022.

Recommendation to the Board of Education November or December 2022

Fully Executed Contract December 2022

Work/Service Begins January 2023
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1.8 Best and Final Offers
The contract will be awarded based on the Proposal that best meets the District’s needs.  The
District reserves the right to reject any and all proposals or any part thereof. Any such decision
shall be considered final. The District will evaluate and rank each proposal submitted in relation
to this RFP, including the published selection criteria and the weighted value for those criteria.

1.9 Late Proposals
Proposer is responsible for ensuring timely delivery of its proposal. The District will not accept
Proposals received after the Proposal Due Date and Time. It shall be the sole responsibility of
the Proposer to ensure that his or her Proposal is received at the appropriate location by the
specified deadline as designated by the date/time stamp of the electronic submission.

1.10 Reservation of Rights
In its sole discretion, the District reserves the right to reject any and all proposals, to waive any
deficiencies or irregularities in the RFP process, to accept the proposal it considers to be in the
best interests of the District, and to waive any requirements of the RFP.

The District reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to conduct interviews of one or more
Proposer and/or conduct other additional evaluation processes that are deemed necessary by
the District to assist in a complete and thorough evaluation of the proposals. These processes
may include additional evaluation points as determined by the District, in its sole discretion. If
Proposers are selected for a demonstration, they will be notified by email at a reasonable time
in advance of the scheduled demonstration. The purpose of the demonstration is for Proposer to
illustrate their qualifications and/or ability to meet the District’s RFP requirements.

The District further reserves the right to contact a Proposer after the submission of a Proposal
for the purpose of clarifying a Proposal to ensure mutual understanding. This contact may
include written questions, interviews, site visits, or requests for corrective pages in the
Proposer’s response.

Section 2: General Information

2.1 Public Information
The District is subject to the Illinois Freedom of Information Act, 5 ILCS 140/1, et seq. (“FOIA”),
and any and all information submitted by the Vendor to the District may be subject to disclosure
to third parties in accordance with FOIA. If the Vendor requests that the District withhold any
submitted information as trade secrets, commercial information, or financial information from
disclosure to a third party in response to a FOIA request, the Vendor must notify the District of
such request at the time such information is submitted to the District, along with a statement that
disclosure of such information will cause competitive harm to the Vendor, as provided by FOIA
Section 7(1)(g), 5 ILCS 140/7(1)(g).  Any content not so marked by the Vendor at the time of
submission to the District will be presumed to be open to public inspection. The Vendor may be
required to substantiate the basis for its claims at a later time. Notwithstanding timely notice
received from the Vendor in accordance with Section 7(1)(g), the District reserves the right, in its
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sole discretion and subject only to applicable law, to withhold or release the subject information
in response to a FOIA request. The Vendor waives any rights it may have, or claim to have, to
challenge, protest, enjoin or otherwise assert a claim relating to, connected with or arising from
any FOIA request. As a potential provider of a governmental function on behalf of the District,
the Vendor agrees to cooperate with the District, without additional charge, in responding to any
FOIA request, including by timely providing any documents requested by the District that directly
relate to the governmental function that the Vendor has been engaged to perform on behalf of
the District.

2.2 Communication Restrictions
The District designates the following person as its representative (the “Point of Contact”) in
connection with this RFP:

Amie Schultz
Yorkville CUSD 115
602 Center Parkway
Yorkville, IL 60560

EMAIL aschultz@y115.org

The Proposer shall submit by email any questions which may arise during the preparation of
Proposal to the Point of Contact. Until the Contract is fully executed, all Proposers’
communications with respect to this RFP and/or the Project must be with the Point of Contact
using the email address provided and not with any other employee, officer, Board Member
agent, representative or contractor of the District.

If any potential Proposer is in doubt as to the true meaning of any part of the RFP, he or she
may submit to the Point of Contact a written request for an interpretation via email. The person
submitting the request will be responsible for its prompt delivery. Any interpretation of the RFP
will be made only by addendum duly issued by the Point of Contact.  A copy of such
addendum will be emailed to each Vendor who has requested that they be furnished with a copy
of each addendum. Failure on the part of the Vendor to receive a written interpretation prior to
the time of the opening of proposals will not be grounds for withdrawal of his or her proposal.
Oral explanations or representations will not be binding.

2.3 Project Documentation
The District will not provide any physical copies of this RFP or related documents. The District
will post all RFP documents at https://www.y115.org/RFP.

2.4 Questions and Clarifications
All questions and requests for clarification must be submitted via email to the Point of Contact
by August 8, 2022 at 12:00 pm CT.

2.5 No Reimbursement of Proposer’s Costs
District will not reimburse or be liable to Proposer for any costs incurred in the preparation,
reproduction, or delivery of Proposal or any other materials generated or submitted in
connection with this RFP. Additional costs associated with the Proposers participating in an
interview, or costs associated with negotiations are also the sole responsibility of the Proposer.
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2.6 Current SIS Environment
For the past seven years, the District has used PowerSchool’s eSchoolPlus as its SIS system.
The District uses several SIS components, and the SIS interfaces with multiple systems and
applications. A listing of the primary SIS components used by YORKVILLE CUSD 115 is
provided in Table 3:

Table 3 – Primary SIS Components

Assessments Gradebook Special Education

Attendance Health/School Nurse Student/Course Scheduling

Capabilities Home Access (Parent and
Student Portals)

Student Discipline/Behavior

Communications Online Student Enrollment/
Registration

Student Information

Federal and State Reporting Quarterly/Semester Report
Cards
and Weekly Progress Reports

Transcripts

Fee Management/Payment Free
and Reduced Lunch

Reporting and Extracts Transportation

The current SIS, eSchool Plus, runs on premises on five (5) servers, which consist of the
following: one (1) application server, two (2) task servers, one (1) server for home access
(parent and student portal), one (1) report writer server, and one (1) database server.

YORKVILLE CUSD 115 technical staff maintains the SIS and provides support services to the
District. Several members of the technical team use their SQL competencies to move data
between eSchoolPlus and the integrated applications (see Table 4). The technical staff also
develop complex reports across SIS modules for different user groups using Cognos as a
delivery vehicle and interface.

The District intends to continue to use all the components listed in Table 3 in its new SIS,
including Online Registration. YORKVILLE CUSD 115 currently uses Online Registration to
enroll new students, re–register existing students, associate student fee charges (the fees are
collected through RevTrak) and complete District registration forms. As District parents and
families are accustomed to a web–based registration process, any proposed SIS must include
Online Registration and access capabilities.

In addition, the District is looking for an SIS with strong portal and communication capabilities to
enhance the school–to–home connection. YORKVILLE CUSD 115 is also looking for
opportunities to expand its usage of the SIS system to decrease the amount of paperwork,
minimize out–of–system reporting and analysis of student information, and enhance efforts to
make the SIS the source record for all student information.
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2.6.1 SIS Integrations
The District’s SIS currently integrates with several systems and applications (see Table 4). The
District intends to continue integrations with these applications; however, the District is
continuously exploring opportunities to consolidate systems and increase access, enhance user
experience and centralize student data. Vendors are asked to provide information about their
system’s capabilities in attendance tracking, fees and online payments, parent/teacher
conference scheduling, special education, free and reduced lunch programs and health
programs in the functional requirements section.

Table 4 – Integrations Type

Type of Interface System Integration

Building Security Raptor

Communications Blackboard, Constant Contact, Crisis Go

Curriculum Content Various products through Clever, McGraw Hill,
and Saavas EasyBridge

Data Management, using SQL SQL Management Studio

Data Warehouse ECRA

District Boundaries and Growth Location Analytics (formerly 5Maps)

ELL Ellevation

Human Resources and Finance Tyler - iVisions

Learning Management Systems Seesaw, Google Classroom, Canvas

Library Systems Destiny

Medical SNAP

Online Fee Payment/Food Service Meal Magic, RevTrak

Single Sign On Google, ADFS, LDAP

Special Education EasyIEP

Student Testing and Assessment aimswebPlus, Mastery Manager

Transcripts and College Readiness Naviance

Transportation Transfinder
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2.7 Existing Technology Resources and Infrastructure

2.7.1 Network Infrastructure
The District’s network infrastructure connects the Schools and District office supporting both
academic/instructional and administrative applications and providing Internet access for staff
and students. Wireless connections are available across the District in all buildings. As of July 1,
2020, the District upgraded to a fiber Wide Area Network infrastructure which contains (7) 10
Gbps fiber-optic handoffs for the WAN and (1) 10 Gbps fiber-optic handoff for the internet,
rate-limited to 5 Gbps/5 Gbps.

2.7.2 Authentication and Credentialing
The District utilizes Active Directory as the source of truth for user credentials and identity
management. For authentication, the District utilizes SAML authentication as a preferred
approach.

2.7.3 Workstations and Computing
The District is a PC environment for staff and Chromebooks used in a ratio of 4:1 for Early
Childhood  and 1:1 for grades K to 12. Staff workstations have the full Microsoft Office suite and
select applications from the Adobe Creative Cloud collection installed and available for use.
Workstations authenticate using Active Directory.

2.8 Student Information System Stakeholders
The District’s SIS is used extensively by staff, students, parents and families throughout the
District.

For the RFP process, a wide range of stakeholders will contribute to the evaluation of a
Proposer’s solution. Table 5 provides the subgroups and participation level in the RFP
evaluation and selection process.
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Table 5 - Stakeholders Groups

Core Evaluation Team Group of 5 – 10 individuals who
are involved in every aspect of
the evaluation

• Read and score written
proposals
• Review functional requirement
responses
• Review cost response
• Evaluate vendor finalists’
demonstrations
• Participate in final vendor
selection

Round 1 Demonstration
Evaluation Committee

Group of 20 – 25 district staff
(including core evaluation team)

• Evaluate vendor round 1
demonstration
• Participate in vendor
recommendation for final round
demonstrations

Round 2 Demonstration
Evaluation Committee

Group of 20-25 district staff
(including core evaluation team)

• Evaluate vendor round 2
demonstrations
• Participate in vendor
recommendation for District
selection for new SIS

Round 3 Demonstration
District Committee

Group of 20-25 parents
(including core evaluation team)

District  Administration Superintendent’s Cabinet • Act on recommendation of
Evaluation Committee

Director of Technology • Present recommendation from
the Evaluation Committee and
Executive Steering Committee
to the Board of Education

Board of Education • Execute contract based on
recommendation from the
Executive Steering Committee
and Evaluation Committees

Section 3: Specific Requirements

3.1 Submission of Proposals
Proposals shall be submitted electronically and physically. Electronic submissions must be in
Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, or searchable PDF format with all pages numbered. Electronic
signatures will be accepted for RFP submission; upon award, vendors must provide original
signed (notarized where required) documents for District records. Submit electronically via
email to Amie Schultz aschultz@y115.org. Submit physically to 602 Center Parkway,
Yorkville, IL 60560. The District will not accept any faxed proposals or verbal
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submissions. All submissions are due by the due date and time provided in Section 1.1
Overview.

3.2 Proposer References
Vendors must describe their corporate background and experience with SIS implementations,
preferably with implementation of SIS products in Illinois school districts equivalent in size to the
District.

3.2.1 Company Information
Each vendor is to provide information regarding financial stability by providing responses to the
following questions/providing the following information:

● The date established
● Ownership (e.g., public company, partnership, or subsidiary)
● Corporate office location
● Number of technical and service staff available to support installation, training,

documentation, and maintenance efforts
● Number of technical staff devoted to new product development and/or enhancements to

current SIS products
● Bank references
● Dun & Bradstreet number (DUNS) and report, if available
● Last Annual Report
● Statement of Income and Retained Earnings for the last two years, as applicable
● Statement of Changes in Financial Position for the last two years, as applicable
● Balance Sheet for the last two years, as applicable
● Opinions concerning financial statements from a Certified Public Accountant for the last

two years, as applicable
● Explanation of any outstanding lawsuits against the branch or department of the

organization involved

These questions can be found in 6.4.1 RESPONSE FORM III–A: Company and Product
Overview section of this document.

3.2.2 Corporate Information
Vendors must also describe their experience as it relates to the requirements of this RFP. That
is, each vendor must describe its experience delivering products and services similar to those
described in this RFP within a similar environment. The projects described must be the projects
for which customer references are given.

3.2.3 Customer References
The Vendor must provide five current (no more than three years old) school district references.
For each reference, the Vendor shall provide the following information:

● District Name
● Year of product installation
● List of products installed and operational, including SIS modules outside of the base

product
● Number of students in school district
● Number of school buildings
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● Estimated number of EC – 12 SIS school district users
● Web address
● Customer address
● Contact name, title and contact information for a customer involved in the selection and

implementation of the SIS
● Contact name, title and contact information for a customer involved in the daily use of

the SIS

Please refer to and answer the questions provided on 6.4.1 RESPONSE FORM III–A: Company
and Product Overview section of this document and 6.4.2 RESPONSE FORM III–B: References
section of this document.

3.3 Pricing
All costs of the services to be provided must be outlined in the Proposal in detail.  Such costs
must be firm for at least ninety (90) calendar days after the latest date for submission of
proposals. Price quotations must include the estimated costs of furnishing all materials,
equipment, labor, maintenance, complete and accurate data conversion costs for all data
contained in the current system, training, operating manuals, and services necessary or proper
for the completion of the work described in this RFP unless otherwise noted in the RFP.
Proposals shall provide pricing by individual module as well as any discounts available for
multiple modules, for example: SIS, Gradebook, and Data and Assessment purchases. All
royalties and other applicable fees must also be included.

All prices are to be in U.S. dollars. The District is exempt from paying Illinois Use Tax, Illinois
Retailer's Occupation Tax, Federal Excise Taxes, and any federal transportation tax, thus, no
taxes shall be included in the proposal price. Illinois Sales Tax Exemption certificates will be
furnished to vendors upon written request to the District.

The District shall not be liable for any costs beyond those proposed in this RFP and awarded.
Time and materials quotes are not acceptable. Vendors choosing to propose alternative options
to the District must use a separate cost form for each alternative.

Vendor’s product pricing details should include the following:
● Initial product purchase price and any tiered or scalability options
● Phase–In considerations (percentage of completion, other pricing that considers the

need for the District to continue operations on current products through the full cycle of
implementation and end of year state and federal reporting, limiting the full usability of
the new SIS during implementation.)

● Ongoing maintenance pricing
● Costs of installations, data conversions and customizations
● Training costs
● Costs associated with licensing and installation of relational databases
● Estimated hardware costs needed to operate the SIS

3.3.1 Source Code and Software Escrow
If the software is sold with source code, please indicate any incremental cost associated with
this feature. In addition, if source code is not available, you should define whether an escrow
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process for the software and supporting documentation is available as an integral part of the
licensing agreement, and the costs associated with this service.

3.3.2 Total Cost Calculations
Vendors are to provide total costs information by completing the Total Costs Form found in the
Excel file Yorkville CUSD 115_ SIS RFP TOTAL COSTS FORMS. Vendors are to follow the
instructions to complete and submit this form which summarizes all costs relating to the
purchase and implementation of the SIS.

3.4 Interview Representation
Each Proposer will be represented at its interview, if any, by its proposed project manager who
will be working directly with the District’s designated representative if the contract for the Project
were awarded to Proposer.

3.5 Failure to Comply with Requirements
If Proposer fails to comply with any requirements contained in this RFP, Proposer’s proposal
may be considered non-responsive and will be rejected.

3.6 Gratuities
No gratuities of any kind may be offered by any Vendor to the District.

3.7 Warranty Price
The price to be paid by the District shall be that contained in Proposer’s proposal which
Proposer warrants to be no higher than Proposer’s current prices on orders by others for
products of the kind and specification covered by this agreement for similar quantities under
similar or like conditions and methods of purchase. In the event Proposer breaches this
warranty, the prices of the items shall be reduced to the Proposer’s current prices on orders by
others, or in the alternative, the Owner may cancel this Contract without liability to Proposer for
breach or Proposer’s actual expense.

Proposer warrants that no person or selling agency has been employed or retained to solicit or
secure this Contract upon an agreement or understanding for commission, percentage,
brokerage, or contingent fee excepting bona fide employees of bona fide established
commercial or selling agencies maintained by the Proposer for the purpose of securing
business. For breach or violation of this warranty, the District shall have the right in addition to
any other right or rights to cancel this Contract without liability and to deduct from the Contract
price, or otherwise recover the full amount of such commission, percentage, brokerage or
contingent fee.

3.8 Safety Warranty
Proposer warrants that any products sold to the District or used as part of their scope of work
shall conform to the standards promulgated by the U.S. Department of Labor under the
Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) of 1970. In the event the product does not conform
to OSHA standards, the District may return the product for correction or replacement at the
proposer’s expense. In the event Proposer fails to make the appropriate correction within a
reasonable time, correction made by the District will be at Proposer’s expense.
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3.9 Equal Opportunity Employment
Unless otherwise exempted under Executive Orders 11246, 11375, or the applicable rules and
regulations, as amended, Proposer agrees to comply with the provisions of Executive Orders
11246 of September 1966 and 11375 of October 1967, as amended, ASPR 7-103.18 (a) and
12-804 are incorporated herein by reference. Further, Proposer agrees to include the provisions
of said clauses in all orders or subcontracts that fall within the classifications set forth above and
are placed pursuant to this Contract.

3.10 Audits
Proposer agrees that the District, the Department of Education, the Comptroller General of the
United States, or any of their duly authorized representatives, must have access to any books,
documents, papers, and records of the Proposer which are directly pertinent to this specific
program/project for the purpose of making audits, examinations, excerpts, and transcriptions.

3.11 Criminal Background Check
Vendor represents and warrants that none of its employees who will have contact with students
under this Agreement have been convicted of any of the offenses enumerated in 105 ILCS
5/10-21.9. The District reserves the right to direct Vendor, at any time, to immediately obtain
criminal background investigations of any of Vendor’s employees who will have contact with
students to ascertain whether such employees have been convicted of any of the offenses
enumerated in 105 ILCS 5/10-21.9.  Such criminal background checks will be performed at
Vendor’s expense and at no cost to the District. The District will notify Vendor if the District
determines that any individual is not eligible to have contact with students, as determined by the
District in its sole discretion. Due to restrictions on disclosure of background check information,
the District may not specify to Vendor the reasons for a determination of ineligibility.

To the extent that the Vendor’s employee(s) must perform services on the District’s premises,
Vendor acknowledges that, pursuant to the Illinois Criminal Code (720 ILCS § 5/11-9.3), it is
unlawful for a child sex offender to knowingly be present on school property when persons
under the age of 18 are present without the specific notification to and permission of the District.
Child sex offenders found to be present on school property without permission will be
considered trespassers and will be prosecuted in accordance with Illinois law. Vendor shall
ensure that its employees and employees of sub-contractors are notified of this law and that
said employees are directed to notify the Vendor if they have been convicted of a sex offense
restricting their presence on school property. Vendor will then provide appropriate and
immediate notification to the District. The District reserves the right to request the removal from
the project of any person, including, but not limited to, employees of the Vendor and any
subcontractors, who engage in conduct in violation of the law or the District’s policies or conduct
otherwise disruptive to the educational process or detrimental to students in the area. The costs
related to such removal and substitution of personnel shall be borne solely by Vendor or
sub-contractor.

3.12 Quality of Work

3.12.1 Waivers
The failure of the District to demand strict performance on any one occasion shall not in any
way affect, limit, or waive the Board’s right thereafter to enforce and compel strict compliance
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with every term, condition, and specification thereof. The District shall not have waived any
rights under the RFP unless specifically set forth in writing.

3.12.2 Default
If the Vendor fails to fulfill any or all terms and conditions of the RFP, the District may declare the
Vendor to be in default and the District may seek any available remedies, including termination
of the agreement.

3.13 Infringement Indemnification
The Vendor shall indemnify and hold harmless the District, its Board and individual Board
members, its successors, employees, agents, assigns, volunteers, and users of the SIS herein
described against any and all liability, loss, damage, or injury arising out of a claim or suit for
alleged infringement or any letters patent granted by the United States or any foreign
government relating to the goods herein described. The Vendor agrees that it will assume,
upon request, the defense of any and all such suits and pay all costs and expenses incidental
thereto.

Section 4: Selection and Rating Criteria
● Upon submission of a proposal, a preliminary evaluation shall determine whether each

proposal is complete and compliant with the instructions in this RFP. Any proposals that
are incomplete or that do not comply with the instructions or terms and conditions will be
rejected by the District and excluded from further consideration.

● Submitted proposals, including written responses, spreadsheet responses, total cost of
ownership calculations, vendor demonstrations, and reference checks will all be
considered in the selection of an SIS vendor.

● Complete and compliant vendor responses will be reviewed and scored based on
vendor replies based on the criteria stated in this RFP. The following scale will be used
to evaluate RFP responses:
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Table 6 – Proposal Evaluation Criteria

Criteria Percentage

Request for Proposal – Spreadsheet Responses Modules,
Functional Requirements, Technical Requirements, Integrations,
Integration Requirements

25%

Round 1 Demonstration 20%

Total Cost of Ownership 20%

Round 2 Demonstration (Invitation Only) 15%

Request for Proposal – Narrative Responses 15%

Reference Checks and Feedback 5%

4.1 Request for Proposal - Spreadsheet Responses

4.1.1 Modules
Individual vendor responses to spreadsheet criteria will be weighted based on vendor
responses and product availability. The options and definitions are included in Table 7.

Table 7 - District Requirement Levels and Factors (Modules)

District Level of Requirement Multiplier Factor

District Required
The requirement is required by the District as part of the solution proposed.

4

District Preferred
The requirement is a priority for the District but is not required as part of
the solution proposed.

3

District Nice to Have
The requirement was identified as a key opportunity for the District to
transition an external service provider or tool to the SIS.

2

District Optional
The requirement was identified as an optional feature that would be of
benefit to the District but is not required as part of the solution proposed.
Optional requirements are often practices that are currently handled
outside of the system using manual or semi-automated methods.

1
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The weightings are provided in Table 8. These weightings will be applied automatically to
responses with the multiplier factors in Table 7 to generate Module Scores.

Table 8 - Vendor Response Value Weightings (Modules)

Vendor Response to “Included in Product” Weight

In Current Version, No Cost
The module is included in the proposed solution at no additional cost to the
District.

1.0

Limited Functionality in Current Version, No Cost
The module is included in the proposed solution at no additional cost to the
District; however, functionality is limited based on the District’s requirement.

0.6

Future Release, No Cost
The module will be included in a future release (under 3 months) at no cost to
the District. Please indicate the target date for completion in the comments.

0.4

In Current Version, Additional Cost
The module is available in the proposed solution at an additional cost to the
District. Must include the estimated associated costs (must also be included in
RFP Costs Excel Form) in the comments field.

0.4

Limited Functionality in Current Version, Additional Cost
The module is included in the proposed solution at an additional cost to the
District; however, functionality is limited based on the District’s requirement.
Must include the estimated associated costs (must also be included in RFP
Costs Excel Form) and target date for completion in the comments field.

0.2

Future Release, Additional Cost
The module will be included in a future release (under 3 months) at an
additional cost to the District. Must include the estimated associated costs
(must also be included in RFP Costs Excel Form) and target date for
completion in the comments field.

1.0

Not Included
The requirement will not be met.

0

4.1.2 Technical and Functional Requirements
Individual vendor responses to spreadsheet criteria will be weighted based on vendor
responses and product availability. The options and definitions are included in Table 9.
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Table 9 - District Requirement Levels and Factors (Technical and Functional) District

District Level of Requirement Multiplier Factor

District Required
The requirement is required by the District as part of the solution proposed.

4

District Preferred
The requirement is a priority for the District but is not required as part of the
solution proposed.

3

District Nice to Have
The requirement was identified as a key opportunity for the District to
transition an external service provider or tool to the SIS.

2

District Optional
The requirement was identified as an optional feature that would be of benefit
to the District but is not required as part of the solution proposed. Optional
requirements are often practices that are currently handled outside of the
system using manual or semi-automated methods.

1

The weightings are provided in Table 10. These weightings will be applied automatically to
responses with the multiplier factors in Table 9 to generate Functional and Technical
Requirement Scores.

Table 10 – Vendor Response Value Weightings (Technical and Functional)

Vendor Response to “Included in Current Version” Weight

Yes – Fully Meets Requirement
The proposed solution fully meets the requirement. This application
requirement is met by proposed software that is installed and operational at
other sites and can be demonstrated to the District.

1.0

Supplied by Third Party – No Cost to District
The requirement will be met by a third-party software package and is
included at no additional cost in this proposal. Note: In the Comments
column, indicate the name of the proposed third-party software package
and indicate the interface/integration services being proposed.

1.0

Customization – No Cost
The requirement will be met by customizing existing software or using
software tools such as application report writer or query, at no cost to the
District. Must include the following in the comments field:
• Description of customization
• Estimated level of complexity (High, Medium, Low)
• Target date for completion

0.8
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Under Development – Within 3 Months
The requirement will be met by packaged software that is currently under
development, in beta test or not yet released. Please indicate the target
date for completion.

0.6

Partially Meets Requirement
At least one component, but not all components, meet the overall
requirement. This application requirement is met by proposed software that
is installed and operational at other sites and can be demonstrated to the
District.

0.5

Under Development – Within 6 Months
The requirement will be met by packaged software that is currently under
development, in beta test or not yet released. Please indicate the target
date for completion.

0.4

Customization – Cost to District
The requirement will be met by customizing existing software for an
additional cost to the district. Must include the following in the comments
field:
• Description of customization
• Estimated level of complexity (High, Medium, Low)
• Target date for completion
• Estimated associated costs (must also be included in RFP Costs Excel
Form)

0.2

Under Development – Greater than 6 Months
The requirement will be met by packaged software that is currently under
development, in beta test or not yet released. Please indicate the target
date for completion.

0.2

Supplied by Third Party – Cost to District
Requirement will be met by a third-party software package and is included
at an additional cost in this proposal. Note: In the Comments column,
indicate the name of the proposed third-party software package and
indicate the interface/integration services being proposed, as well as
estimated associated costs.

0.2

No - Requirement will not be met. 0

4.1.3 Integrations
Individual vendor responses to spreadsheet criteria will be weighted based on vendor
responses and product availability. The options and definitions are included in Table 11.
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Table 11 - District Requirement Levels and Factors (Integrations)

District Level of Requirement Multiplier Factor

District Required
The requirement is required by the District as part of the solution proposed.

4

District Preferred
The requirement is a priority for the District but is not required as part of the
solution proposed.

3

District Nice to Have
The requirement was identified as a key opportunity for the District to
transition an external service provider or tool to the SIS.

2

District Optional
The requirement was identified as an optional feature that would be of benefit
to the District but is not required as part of the solution proposed. Optional
requirements are often practices that are currently handled outside of the
system using manual or semi-automated methods.

1

The weightings are provided in Table 12. These weightings will be applied automatically to
responses with the multiplier factors in Table 11 to generate an Integrations score.

Table 12 - Vendor Response Value Weightings (Integrations)

Vendor Response to “Vendor Experienced with Integration to
System”

Weight

Yes
The vendor regularly provides data integration support for the identified
product.

1.0

No
The vendor has limited or no experience in providing data integration to
support the identified product.

0

4.14 Integration Requirements
Individual vendor responses to spreadsheet criteria will receive points for vendor responses and
product availability. The options and definitions are included in Table 13 and Table 14.
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Table 13 - Vendor Response Values (Integration Requirements – Existing Product)
Vendor

Vendor Response to “Already Included in Existing Product?” Points

In Current Version, No Cost
The module is included in the proposed solution at no additional cost to the
District.

1.6

Limited Functionality in Current Version, No Cost
The module is included in the proposed solution at no additional cost to the
District; however, functionality is limited based on the District’s requirement.

0.8

Future Release, No Cost
The module will be included in a future release (under 3 months) at no cost to
the District. Please indicate the target date for completion in the comments.

0.4

In Current Version, Additional Cost
The module is available in the proposed solution at an additional cost to the
District. Must include the estimated associated costs (must also be included in
RFP Costs Excel Form) in the comments field.

0

Limited Functionality in Current Version, Additional Cost
The module is included in the proposed solution at an additional cost to the
District; however, functionality is limited based on the District’s requirement.
Must include the estimated associated costs (must also be included in RFP
Costs Excel Form) and target date for completion in the comments field.

0

Future Release, Additional Cost
The module will be included in a future release (under 3 months) at an
additional cost to the District. Must include the estimated associated costs
(must also be included in RFP Costs Excel Form) and target date for
completion in the comments field.

1.0

Not Included Requirement will not be met. 0

Table 14 - Vendor Response Values (Integration Requirements – Integration With Third
Party)

Vendor Response to “Can Integrate with a Third Party Provider?” Points

Yes
The vendor regularly provides data integration support for the identified feature.

1.0

No
The vendor has limited or no experience in providing data integration support for
the identified feature.

0
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4.2 Vendor Demonstrations

4.2.1 Round 1: Initial Demonstrations
Vendors are asked to provide software and technical demonstrations of their SIS product to the
District’s Evaluation Committee. These demonstrations and hands–on experience will enable
the committee to evaluate the proposed SIS products and determine which products are best
able to meet the demands of the District. The scenarios for the Demonstration Cases are
provided within Section 8.2 Round One – Demonstration Cases of this RFP.

Vendors are also asked to provide five (5) administrative accounts to provide the technical team
with access to a production sand box of the proposed system. This should allow the team to
have hands–on experience with the system, including creating non-administrative accounts, i.e.
teacher, student or parent access. The login(s) should remain active for no shorter than fourteen
(14) days, but no longer than thirty (30) days.

Each case includes a series of demonstrations to complete a case scenario. All Round 1: Initial
Demonstration steps will be evaluated individually, and by each participant, based on the
following rubric:

Table 15 - Evaluation of Vendor Round 1 Demonstration Rubric

Criteria Low
High

Ease of Use 1 2 3 4 5

Level of Functionality 1 2 3 4 5

Compatibility with District
Needs

1 2 3 4 5

The first-round presentation results and accumulated scores from Technical, Functional, Total
Costs, and written responses to Company Information and Experience, Project Management,
Training, and Federal and State Reporting questions will be compiled by the District, to
determine the Finalists to be invited to Round 2: Finalists Demonstrations. The three (3)
vendors with the highest scores will be invited to the final demonstrations.

4.2.2 Round 2: Finalist Demonstrations
The selected Finalists will be asked to provide an in–depth presentation of their SIS product to a
cross–functional SIS evaluation team with representation from IT, curriculum, teachers, deans,
counselors, secretaries, principals and other stakeholder groups. Each vendor is to present the
Use Case scenarios provided in this RFP (see 8.4 Round Two – Demonstration Cases) and is to
provide a hands–on experience for different user groups (e.g. IT, teachers, administrators,
deans, counselors, secretaries, etc.). Any additional questions to be covered in presentations
shall be provided to the Finalists no less than seven (7) days prior to the demonstration. All
finalists will be asked to supply the same information and will be given the same time guidelines.
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Presentations will be scored by all participants as described in the Round 2: Finalist
Demonstrations Scoring Guidelines.

Vendors are also asked to re-enable the existing five (5) administrative accounts to provide the
technical team with access to a production sandbox of the proposed system. This should allow
the team to have hands–on experience with the system, including creating non-administrative
accounts, i.e. teacher, student or parent access. The login(s) should remain active for no less
than fourteen (14) days, but no longer than thirty (30) days.

Similar to Round 1, each case includes a series of demonstrations to complete a case scenario.
All Round 2: Final Demonstration steps will be evaluated individually, and by each participant,
based on the following rubric:

Table 16 - Evaluation of Vendor Round 2 Demonstration Rubric

Criteria Low
High

Ease of Use 1 2 3 4 5

Level of Functionality 1 2 3 4 5

Compatibility with District Needs 1 2 3 4 5

4.2.3 Round 3: Parent/Community Demonstration
Selected finalists will be asked to provide a demonstration of the view of the Parent Portal
Access and features to a group of community members, which include parents. Any additional
questions to be covered in the presentations shall be provided to the Finalists no less than
seven (7) days prior to the demonstration. All finalists will be asked to supply the same
information and will be given the same time guidelines.

4.3 Total Cost of Ownership
Pricing scores will be evaluated by the District based on a sliding scale with the lowest
responsible cost proposal receiving full points. All other proposals will receive a percentage of
the overall available points based on the difference of their pricing from the lowest provided.

4.4 Request for Proposal – Written Responses
Written responses to additional technical questions and questions regarding Company
Information and Experience, Project Management, Training, and Federal and State Reporting
will be evaluated based on the following criteria:
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Table 17 - Evaluation of Vendor Written Responses

Criteria Low
High

Was the question answered
completely and with a high level
of quality and overall
assurance?

1 2 3 4 5

Did the proposer provide
additional detail to further
clarify the answer?

1 2 3 4 5

Did the proposer demonstrate a
thorough understanding of the
question and District need
based on their response?

1 2 3 4 5

4.5 Reference Checks and Feedback
A short questionnaire will be sent to the contact person identified in provided references.
References will also receive a request for follow-up teleconference. Questions and follow-up
discussions will be based on the following topic areas:

● Background (Scope of work, modules purchased, length of SIS use)
o At least one reference should be a district who migrated away from Easy IEP and

SNAP
● Quality of Planning (District and vendor planning process)
● Execution of Overall Plan (Vendor execution, issue resolution and effectiveness)
● Training Plan (Types of training, extent of training and agency recommendations)
● Customer Support (Vendor responsiveness, type of support, hours of operation and

quality)
● System Performance (Performance issues, software deficiencies, concerns, uptime and

reliability)
● Overall Satisfaction (District, school and audience level)

To provide both quantitative and qualitative data from the reference checks, each of the
implementation areas above will be assigned a score based on the following rubric:
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Table 18 - Vendor Reference Check Rubric

Criteria Points

Excellent 5

Very Good 4

Average 3

Fair 2

Poor 1

4.6 Final Evaluation
All components will be normalized to 1,000 points and each Proposer’s score will be computed
as indicated in each section above. Proposals will be scored based on the following scoring
matrix:

Table 19 – Round 1 Evaluation Scoring Matrix
The major component scores are highlighted in yellow.

Vendor 5-Year Cost
of

Ownership

% of Cost
Points

Cost Points
Normalized

Score

20% of Cost
Points

Spreadsheet
Responses
Raw Score

Normalized
Spreadsheet
Responses
Normalized
Raw Score

25% of
Requiremen

ts Points

Evaluation criteria continues below.

Vendor Written
RFP Raw

Score

Written
RFP

Normalize
d Raw
Score

15% of
Written
Points

Round 1
Demonstr
ation Raw

Score

Round 1
Demonstr

ation
Normalize

d Raw
Score

20% of
Round 1

Demonstr
ation

Points

Total
Round 1
Points

Awarded

Vendor
Finalists

Rank
Order

The top three vendors based on the cost, spreadsheet responses, and written proposal
components, will be selected to move on to round two. The scores for vendor demonstrations
and reference checks will be added to previous scores to arrive at a total point summary and
vendor ranking.

Round two will be scored based on the following scoring matrix:
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Table 20 – Round 2 Evaluation Scoring Matrix

Vendor Round 2
Demonstr
ation Raw

Score

Round 2
Demonstr

ation
Normalize

d Raw
Score

15% of
Round 2

Demonstr
ation

Points

Reference
Check

Raw Score

Reference
Check

Normalize
d Raw
Score

5% of
Reference

Points

Total
Round 2
Points

Awarded

Vendor
Finalists

Rank
Order

The vendor with the highest overall score based on the evaluation criteria will be awarded the
contract.

Table 21 – Total Points Matrix

Vendor Total Round 1 Points
Awarded

Total Round 2 Points
Awarded

Overall Total Points
Awarded

Vendor Finalists
Rank Order

It is anticipated that the selected vendor will be notified by Fall 2022. Contract negotiations will
begin between the District and vendors during Round 2.

Section 5: Scope of Work Overview

5.1 Business and Technology Considerations
As the District looks to replace its SIS, there are numerous business and technology
considerations that will be incorporated into product selection as well as the system
implementation:

● Product: The preferred SIS should be fully integrated and built using mainstream
technologies on an open architecture that is scalable. The system must be user–friendly
with a browser–based user interface with workflow features that simplify and streamline
student administrative processes. Access must be open and secure for all authorized
District and school users. The product must have extensive functionality allowing for
ease of navigation, editing controls, drop–downs, and ease of search and selection
capabilities, as well as the development of audit logs for all entered information.

● Centralized Systems: The system must be a centralized system for all students from
pre–school to post–graduation (e.g. special education students).

● Data and Process Ownership: Data should be owned as close to the originating source
as possible and captured at the source. When possible, data should be “owned” by a
single user. This includes responsibility for entering, updating and validating information.

● Reporting and Extracts: Accessing information from the system should be functional,
intuitive, and flexible, allowing those who have responsibilities for using SIS information
to generate reports locally. Users should have access to data fields and report formatting
based on their specific needs. Similarly, the users should have access to and
appropriate permissions for performing extracts. Users may have a need to access data
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across one or more tables, modules, or databases. The ease, flexibility and accessibility
of data extraction and reporting is imperative.

● Integrated Business Process and Systems: A single entry point is needed for any
data element in the SIS. For any data items that will be shared with the SIS originating
from another system, an automated feed will be required; for any data items originating
from the SIS, automated extracts are required. The goal is to enter data “once and only
once,” keeping data in sync across systems. The SIS product will need to address and
manage a two directional flow of information between systems that remain outside of the
SIS, including an automated process for reviewing and editing the data prior to
accepting.

● Internet / Web Accessibility: The SIS application must be a web–based application.
● Mobile Devices: The system should be easily accessible and viewable via mobile and

hand–held devices.
● Product Strategy: The preferred vendor will demonstrate ways in which the product has

been, and continues to be, enhanced.

5.2 Strategic Technology Design
The new system is to be configured around a powerful enterprise relational database (Microsoft
SQL Server preferred) with the capacity to support the District’s needs for the foreseeable future
(10+ years). A key focus of the new system is flexibility to meet the current and future needs of
the District with minimal custom programming.
The proposed SIS should:

● Provide an integrated technology infrastructure which supports decision–making and
staff productivity.

● Seamlessly interface with all integrated systems and applications identified in Table 4.
● Provide training initially and over time to administrators and staff to ensure timely

implementation and effective use of the new SIS.
● Provide well–designed standards for user and technical support and a uniform system

for establishing, disseminating, and monitoring policies and procedures regarding the
SIS.

Selection of the new SIS will consider not only purchase price, hardware costs, and
implementation costs, but also full life–cycle costs associated with maintenance, support, and
training as well as being the best system for the District.

5.3 Information Architecture
The District’s technology architecture strives to tie administrative and instructional applications
together in an integrated multi–vendor environment. This integrated environment extends from
the classroom, site level, the District and to the home portals. This centralized computing
requires standardized interfaces and connectivity, allowing complete integration of information
from multiple sources on multiple hardware and operating system platforms. It also facilitates
high productivity, easy–to–use tools for users and systems managers.

Any proposed SIS must present an information architectural design which minimizes ongoing
support costs through:

● Ease of use — By incorporating an easy–to–use user interface the system will support
user self-service, provide just-in time support and to complete tasks independently.
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● Reliability/availability — The system must minimize hardware and software failure so
people will have the confidence to rely on it.

● Maintainability — When problems occur or software upgrades are needed, support
must be available in an easily accessible and timely manner.

● Supportability — To coordinate support when assistance is necessary, district support
staff must have access to information regarding all previously reported problems and
their solutions.

In addition, ability to use an industry standard reporting tool such as Tableau, Cognos, etc.
would be desirable.

5.4 System Scalability and Performance
The proposed SIS must be scalable and able to process concurrent user transactions within
acceptable industry response times for similar types of transactions. Response time is defined
as the interval from the time a user sends a transaction to the time a visual confirmation of
transaction completion is received. The response times below are to be met under normal
workload conditions, including peak periods where most schools are performing similar
functions within the same short time period (such as attendance accounting, student data
inquiries, and grade reporting).

The response time requirement is as follows:
● At least 90% of the total number of unique transactions that the SIS is capable of

performing must exhibit 2–second or less response time with a T1 connection. The SIS
itself (using the proposed vendor recommended database platform, web server, and
hardware) should be able to generate a basic web page in under two (2) seconds, under
heavy load. A database query could take up to two (2) seconds with a fully loaded
database having history and meeting data retention requirements. The vendor will be
expected to guarantee performance of their solution.

● The remaining 10% of unique transactions (or less) must exhibit 10–second or less
response time.

● Specific exceptions will be made for complex functions such as generating a complex
search or tumbling the full school scheduling. For any specific functions that require
longer response times than the range above, the vendor must itemize these functions
and state the anticipated response times (with accompanying reasons) in the Vendor’s
proposal.

● Any other conditions or exceptions to the metrics stated in the above three paragraphs
must be identified by the vendor in the Proposal. These response time requirements are
intended to insure application usability from a user’s perspective.

5.5 Data Query, Extracts and Reporting Facilities
The SIS data reporting and query capabilities should allow for a wide variety of report types
including summary, detail, forms, drill down as well as allowing for fast and easy report creation
using report wizards that easily integrate with Microsoft Office products and PDF writer.
Reporting must be able to link data that can be logically related across modules. For example,
select all students who took Class A in 8th grade, and report their grade for Class B in the
current year, sorting by class rank. The District standard is Google for Education and Microsoft
Office for all users.
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5.6 Technical Requirements
The SIS serves as the foundation of District–wide data repository to support District–wide
analysis of student data. The preferred SIS is a web–based, centrally managed system capable
of high–speed access supporting all district–wide locations (schools and offices) providing real
time access to the SIS applications. Response time is critical for all processes and should not
be impacted by record volumes as a semester or school year progresses.

The District has developed a list of technical requirements for its SIS replacement. These
requirements have been divided into 8 major categories:
• Functionality • Integration
• Performance • Hosting
• Data Load/Data Migration • Backup/Testing
• Security and Logging • Support

A full listing of the Technical Requirements is included in the D115 SIS RFP
REQUIREMENTS.XLSX file. Please follow the instructions to complete and submit these
Technical Requirements. In addition, vendors are to provide descriptions of the following
technical items surrounding their SIS product. They are to describe:

● Product support programs to the District’s technical staff and SIS users;
● Product upgrades and enhancement programs;
● Recommended operating system environment to run the SIS;
● Plans to evaluate current and future District capacity requirements for the SIS;
● SIS’s authorization system and describe in detail how the application will integrate with

external authentication;
● Ongoing operational and administrative support that District personnel must provide

once the initial set–up and data loading is complete; and
● Standard and ad hoc reporting capabilities within the system.

These questions can be found in RESPONSE FORM IV: Technical Responses of the Yorkville
CUSD 115 SIS RFP Response Forms.

The District also requests vendors to evaluate the overall operational requirement of the
proposed SIS solution and to recommend appropriate hardware to satisfy the District’s needs
when the SIS is fully implemented. Vendors are to provide hardware recommendations and
costs for this equipment in the D115 SIS RFP Total Costs Forms Excel file.

5.7 Functional Requirements
As mentioned, the current SIS is used extensively across the District. The District has
developed a list of functional requirements for its SIS replacement based on discussions with
different SIS stakeholder groups. These requirements have been divided into the following
major categories:

Assessments Health

Attendance Master Scheduling (Elementary, Middle, High
School, Other)
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Bilingual/ESL Home Access Parent and Student Portal

Communication Registration (Online and Manual)

Discipline/Behavior Reporting

Early Childhood Special Education

Eligibility/Weekly Progress Reports State Reporting

Fees/FRL Transcripts

Grade Reporting Transportation

Gradebook and Teacher Experience User Experience

Additional functional requirements are included for Fees and Online Payments, Special
Education, Free and Reduced Lunch programs and Health programs for which data is currently
imported from other applications. A full listing of the Functional Requirements by category is
provided in the D115 SIS RFP REQUIREMENTS file. Vendors are to follow the instructions
provided to complete and submit these Functional Requirements.

5.8 Project Management, Staffing and Implementation Plan
Vendors are to describe, in detail, their proposed approach to the project to achieve a
successful implementation of the SIS system. The system is to be installed and tested from
January 2023-January 2024 and is to be implemented for the school year beginning 2024-2025.
Both systems will run in parallel starting in January 2024. Vendors are to provide:

● A proposed project approach including the SIS development and implementation plans;
● The recommended best practices to migration data from legacy system to the vendor’s

SIS;
● The vendor’s proposed project management staff including detail of the staff’s

experience;
● The proposed Testing and Acceptance Plans the vendor uses to verify and validate data

and the system implementation; and
● A description of the support the vendor will provide during Go Live

Please refer to and answer the questions provided on Form V–A: Project Management and
Staffing RESPONSE FORM V–A: Project Management and Staffing of the Yorkville CUSD 115
SIS RFP Response Forms.

5.9 Training and Staff Development
As training is critical to the successful implementation of an SIS, the District requires the vendor
to be responsible for the technical and end–user training for all staff involved with the SIS. This
staff includes:

● District staff responsible for the technical management and operation of the SIS system;
● District staff that accesses and reports on student information;
● School principals/assistant principals;
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● School guidance counselors;
● School and District special education staff;
● School and District bilingual/ESL staff
● Other District–level directors and administrators;
● Teachers at all levels (Elementary, Middle/Jr. High and High School); and
● Other school level personnel including nurses, librarians, secretaries, health aides,

assistants, and other administrative clerical staff.

The vendor is expected to provide user training that is tailored to meet school and District staff
needs based on job function. The vendor should also provide formalized classroom curricula
and on–the–job training for the District’s SIS technology and support staff to ensure the District
technology staff is fully capable of maintaining all technical aspects of the system. The overall
training supplied by the vendor must be sufficient to provide quality system usage by all District
personnel involved with the SIS across the following modules:

Assessments Health

Attendance Master Scheduling (Elementary, Middle, High
School, Other)

Bilingual/ESL Home Access Parent and Student Portal

Communication Registration (Online and Manual)

Discipline/Behavior Reporting

Early Childhood Special Education

Eligibility/Weekly Progress Reports State Reporting

Fees/FRL Transcripts

Grade Reporting Transportation

Gradebook and Teacher Experience User Experience

In a training response, vendors are to provide a complete description of:
● The plan to train all stakeholders including descriptions of courses, number of training

sessions required, and timing of training;
● The qualifications and experience of proposed trainers;
● The alternative training methods available such as web–based training sessions;
● The types of training material available; and
● Continuous training opportunities available after Go Live.

Please refer to and answer the questions provided on Form V–B: Training and Staff
Development of the Yorkville CUSD 115 SIS RFP Response Forms.
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5.10 Federal and State Reporting
Vendors are to provide an overview of their organization’s strategies to identify changes to
federal and state reporting requirements; to modify all impacted fields and reports and to
communicate these changes to school districts. Please refer to and answer the questions
provided on RESPONSE FORM V–C: Federal and State Reporting of the Yorkville CUSD 115
SIS RFP Response Forms.

Section 6: Proposal Forms
Below is a list of all items to be included with the submission of the RFP package. Please mark
off the requirements for each form as you complete them. Complete and sign all forms included
in this document as PDF materials. Submit response forms and other data-entry items in MS
Word and Excel electronically to Amie Schultz at aschultz@y115.org and in print as a PDF
to 602 Center Parkway, Yorkville, IL 60560.

All responses must be received before 12:00 p.m. CDT on September 6, 2022

The Functional and Technical Requirements can be found in the D115 SIS RFP
REQUIREMENTS file. The cost forms can be found in the D115 SIS RFP TOTAL COSTS
FORM file. Please refer to the instructions in these files, provide all the required information and
submit the electronic forms as Excel files.
During submission, include in the subject line: Company Name | YORKVILLE CUSD 115 SIS
RFP. All file names should also include the vendor name.

6.1 Proposal Submission Checklist
Vendors are to complete and submit the following forms which can be found in the Yorkville
CUSD 115 SIS RFP Response Forms:
FORM I: Proposer Forms
Statement of Proposer
Certificate of Eligibility to Bid
FORM II: Company Information
FORM II–A: Company and Product Overview
FORM II–B: References
FORM III: Technical Responses
FORM IV: Other Responses
FORM IV–A: Project Management and Staffing
FORM IV–B: Training and Staff Development
FORM IV–C: Federal and State Reporting
FORM V: Attachments
FORM V-A: Spreadsheet Responses Form VI-A is available on the RFP Website
FORM V-B: Total Costs Forms Form VI-B is available on the RFP Website
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RECEIPT OF ADDENDA
AUTHORIZATION
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6.2 RESPONSE FORM I: Proposer Forms
The District requires the completion, signing and submission of the following two (2) forms.
Electronic signatures will be accepted for RFP submission; upon award, Vendor must
provide original signed (notarized where required) documents for District records. These
include:

FORM I–A: Statement of Proposer
FORM I–B: Certificate of Eligibility to Bid

6.2.1 FORM I–A: Statement of Proposer
I have examined the specifications and instructions included herein and agree, provided I am
awarded a contract within six (6) months of the response due date, to provide the specified
items and/or services or work as described in the specifications and the instructions for the sum
shown in accordance with the terms stated herein. This authorization also certifies vendor
compliance with all applicable State and Federal laws.

Name of Firm: ________________________________________________________________

Address: ____________________________________________________________________

City, State, Zip: _______________________________________________________________

Principal Officer: ______________________________________________________________

Partnership or Corporation Under State Laws Of:_____________________________________

Authorized Signature: __________________________________________________________

Title: ________________________________________________________________________

Person to Contact Regarding This Bid: _____________________________________________

Phone Number: _______________________________________________________________

Email: _______________________________________________________________________
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6.2.2 FORM I–B: Certificate of Eligibility to Bid

As required by the Criminal Code, 720 ILCS § 5/33E-11,
__________________________________________________________________ (contractor),
certifies that it is not barred from contracting with any unit of State or Local Government as a
result of a violation of any criminal statute including, but not limited to, the bid-rigging (Section
33E-3) or bid rotating (Section 33E-4) provisions of the Criminal Code. Contractor agrees that if
this certification is false, the District may declare the contract void. Contractor further certifies
that it will provide a drug free workplace as required by the Illinois Drug-Free Workplace Act, 30
ILCS §§ 580/1 et seq. If applicable, the firm shall collect and remit Illinois Use Tax on all sales of
tangible personal property into the State of Illinois in accordance with the provisions of the
Illinois Use Tax Act, 35 §§ ILCS 105/1 et seq., regardless of whether the firm is a retailer
maintaining a place of business within this State” as defined in Section 2 of the Use Tax Act.

Signature of Contractor: ________________________________________________________

Title: _______________________________________________________________________

Date: ______________________________________________________________________
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6.3 RESPONSE FORM II: Company Information
Please complete the following two (2) questionnaires (Company Information and Company
Experience) regarding your company, product and experience. If the information requested does
not apply to your product or organization, enter “N/A”. Items may be included as an attachment
to your responses. For those items, please note “Attached” below.

6.3.1 RESPONSE FORM II–A: Company and Product Overview

Company Information

What date was your company established?

What is the type of corporation/ownership (e.g., public company, partnership, or subsidiary)?

Where is your corporate office location?

How many technical and service staff are available to support installation, training, documentation, and
maintenance efforts?

How many technical staff are devoted to new product development and/or enhancements to current
SIS products/modules?

Please identify any changes in your organization over the past 18 months including mergers,
reorganizations, acquisitions, and buy–outs. Please identify any known or planned organizational
changes including mergers, reorganizations, acquisitions and buy–outs.
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Please provide bank references.

Please provide your Dun & Bradstreet number (DUNS) and report, if available.

Please provide your Statement of Income and Retained Earnings for the last two years, as applicable.

Please provide your Statement of Changes in Financial Position for the last two years, as applicable.

Please provide your Balance Sheet for the last two years, as applicable.

Please provide opinions concerning financial statements from a Certified Public Accountant for the last
two years, as applicable.

If applicable, please attach your last Annual Report.

Include any explanations of outstanding lawsuits against the branch or department of the organization
involved.
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Company Experience

Describe your company’s experience as it relates to the requirements of this RFP. That is, describe
your company’s experience providing and managing the delivery of SISs. Include installations of these
products within EC–12 districts that are Illinois–based and/or equivalent in size to the District. The
information provided should correspond with your list of company references.

6.3.2 RESPONSE FORM II–B: References
Use this form to provide reference contacts from five (5) customers who are using your product
and who have implemented the product within the last three years. EC–12 references that are
similar in size to the District and districts based in Illinois are strongly preferred.

The District asks that you provide two (2) names and associated contact information per
customer, as follows:

● Selection/Implementation Contact: A contact who can answer questions about selection
and implementation.

● User Contact: A contact who can answer questions about daily use of the SIS.

It is acceptable to provide one contact name if that person can clearly address both selection/
implementation and daily use of the system. Only include references willing to be contacted.
Contact may begin within 24 hours of receipt of your reference list. It is the vendor’s
responsibility to ensure up–to–date contact details.
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Reference 1

District / School Name

Year(s) products implemented

Name(s) of product(s) installed and operational

Number of students

Number of schools/buildings

Number of SIS school district users
(admin, teachers, deans, etc.)

Web address

Full street address
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Contact 1: Selection/Implementation Contact

Contact 1 Name and Title

Contact 1 Phone Number

Contact 1 Email Address

Contact 2: Selection/Implementation Contact

Contact 2 Name and Title

Contact 2 Phone Number

Contact 2 Email Address
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Reference 2

District / School Name

Year(s) products implemented

Name(s) of product(s) installed and operational

Number of students

Number of schools/buildings

Number of SIS school district users
(admin, teachers, deans, etc.)

Web address

Full street address
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Contact 1: Selection/Implementation Contact

Contact 1 Name and Title

Contact 1 Phone Number

Contact 1 Email Address

Contact 2: Selection/Implementation Contact

Contact 2 Name and Title

Contact 2 Phone Number

Contact 2 Email Address
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Reference 3

District / School Name

Year(s) products implemented

Name(s) of product(s) installed and operational

Number of students

Number of schools/buildings

Number of SIS school district users
(admin, teachers, deans, etc.)

Web address

Full street address
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Contact 1: Selection/Implementation Contact

Contact 1 Name and Title

Contact 1 Phone Number

Contact 1 Email Address

Contact 2: Selection/Implementation Contact

Contact 2 Name and Title

Contact 2 Phone Number

Contact 2 Email Address
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Reference 4

District / School Name

Year(s) products implemented

Name(s) of product(s) installed and operational

Number of students

Number of schools/buildings

Number of SIS school district users
(admin, teachers, deans, etc.)

Web address

Full street address
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Contact 1: Selection/Implementation Contact

Contact 1 Name and Title

Contact 1 Phone Number

Contact 1 Email Address

Contact 2: Selection/Implementation Contact

Contact 2 Name and Title

Contact 2 Phone Number

Contact 2 Email Address
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Reference 5

District / School Name

Year(s) products implemented

Name(s) of product(s) installed and operational

Number of students

Number of schools/buildings

Number of SIS school district users
(admin, teachers, deans, etc.)

Web address

Full street address
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Contact 1: Selection/Implementation Contact

Contact 1 Name and Title

Contact 1 Phone Number

Contact 1 Email Address

Contact 2: Selection/Implementation Contact

Contact 2 Name and Title

Contact 2 Phone Number

Contact 2 Email Address
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6.4 RESPONSE FORM III: Technical Responses
Please answer the questions provided below. If your response exceeds the provided space,
please provide an attachment and indicate that an attachment is provided in your response.

Support and Maintenance

Describe and outline your product support program and options to the District’s technical staff and to
district staff, counselors, teachers, administrators and other end users including hotline or toll–free
numbers, day and time availability, and any restrictions. Include a recommendation for appropriate
support level for the District. Document what is included in the annual maintenance fees.

Describe your product upgrade and enhancement program (frequency, description of major/minor
releases, and typical cycle) including whether the District can choose when an upgrade is implemented
or is required to take an upgrade on a predetermined schedule.
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Proposed Computing Environment

Present, in detail, the recommended operating system environment to run the SIS. This section must
contain vendor–supported hardware platforms as well as recommended hardware, operating system
(OS), database management systems (DBMS), and related information.

In addition, include required or recommended configuration(s) necessary to support development,
testing, and training environments. If the vendor requires additional equipment and/or software to
establish separate environments for development, testing, production, or training, this must be included
in the vendor’s discussion of recommended hardware and OS configurations on the cost form in the
D115 SIS RFP TOTAL COSTS FORM file. The vendor is to specify the basic equipment configuration
as required by the proposed operational models. Any features that would not be immediately available
upon installation must be clearly identified.
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Capacity Evaluation

Present, in detail, a Capacity Evaluation Plan to assist the District in projecting the capacity
requirements necessary to support the SIS both now and in the future. Capacity planning for Servers
(Database, Web, and Application) and communications (bandwidth) must be included.
• The evaluation should be based on preliminary estimates from data provided by the District and the
wide area network architecture. Information relating to the current hardware, software, network and
communications will be provided during the planning phase of this project.
• The capacity evaluation must project, at a minimum, the following: server requirements (e.g.,
processor, memory, and storage devices), network integration requirements, and communications
(bandwidth) requirements.

The proposed solution must be interoperable, efficient, cost–effective, compatible, and reasonable for
the District’s technical architecture. In addition, provide capacity planning information for the production
system growth assuming projected growth of less than 5% per year over the next ten years.

Security

Describe the SIS’s authorization system and describe in detail how the application will integrate with
external authentication (e.g., LDAP, ADFS, Google, etc.), and authorization services. Describe any web
single–sign–on techniques supported.
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Logging

Describe the SIS’s logging system and describe in detail how the application will log users and
teachers accessing student records, edits made by users, and parents accessing the system.  How
long are the logs kept?  How are the logs searchable?

System Administration

Describe the ongoing operational and administrative support that District personnel must provide once
the initial set–up and data loading is complete.
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Reporting

Describe standard reports available to staff and to technology staff with your system. Also, describe the
ability for staff to create ad–hoc or custom reporting and save or share these reports.

Risk Management and Quality Assurance Plans

In this section, describe any foreseen problem areas or any unusual risks in this proposal. Explain any
assumptions made in preparing this proposal about the project or the District’s intentions along with risk
mitigation strategies associated with each defined risk.
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Product Strategy and Stability

Discuss planned functional and/or technical enhancements, new device support plans, etc. Discuss
how future product improvements are planned, prioritized, and communicated to clients. Also, discuss
the likelihood of planned technical changes to the product.

Licensing Approach

Provide licensing costs for additional users after the initial purchase, if applicable. Include in total costs
forms found in the D115 SIS RFP TOTAL COSTS FORM file.
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Differentiators

Use this section to describe what differentiates your product from the competition.

6.5 RESPONSE FORM IV: Other Responses
This section provides a listing of questions to complete by the vendor to provide information
regarding project management and staffing and training specifications. Responses are broken
into the major categories listed below:

Form IV–A: Project Management and Staffing
● Project Approach
● Data Migration Plan
● Project Organization and Staffing
● Testing and Acceptance Plans
● Go Live and Go Live Support

Form IV–B: Training and Staff Development
● Training Plan
● Trainer Qualifications and Experience
● Alternative Training Methods
● Training Material
● Additional Training and Documentation

Form IV–C: Federal and State Reporting
● Federal and state reporting requirements
● Federal and state reporting requirements – User updates
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6.5.1 FORM IV–A: Project Management and Staffing

On the following pages, please provide responses to the questions regarding your recommended approach to
successful implementation of the proposed SIS system.

Project Approach

Include a high–level project plan for implementation through Go Live including:
● A phased work plan with detailed scope of work, a milestones list, and a timeline or specified dates for

successful implementation.
● Detailed descriptions of who is responsible for each item in the scope of work.
● A comprehensive testing plan.

Note: A complete description of your training program is to be provided on Form V–B: Training and Staff
Development.

Assume contracts will be signed by the end of December 2022. All implementation activities, including testing
must be completed by January 2024 and is to be implemented for the school year beginning in 2024-2025. Both
systems will run in parallel starting in January 2024.
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Data Migration Plan

Include a detailed plan for migrating data from legacy system to your proposed system including:
● A phased data migration plan with details of the types of data to be converted and the timing of

the data conversions. Include plans for planned data updates during the implementation period
and periods when double entry – data entry into the existing legacy and proposed system – is
required.

● Plans to verify and validate data conversion between the legacy system and the new system.
Include data conversion verifications requiring District sign–off.

● Provide a listing of any projected configuration and customization requirements.

Assume contracts will be signed by the end of December 2022. All implementation activities, including
testing must be completed by January 2024 and is to be implemented for the school year beginning in
2024-2025. Both systems will run in parallel starting in January 2024.
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Project Organization and Staffing

In this section, describe the management approach and organizational structure of your project team as
well as list the personnel you plan to assign to that team. Include:

● Implementation Project Manager. The Project Manager will be responsible for developing
and managing a detailed work plan, interfacing with District employees, implementing and
testing the product, and ensuring that the product is implemented on time and on budget.

● Other Staffing. List all other individuals including managers, key professional personnel, and
technical team leaders who will be involved in the product implementation and the roles they
will be assigned on the team.

Please attach résumés for the project manager and all other key team members. These résumés
should list the individuals’ experience, including managing projects of a similar scale, implementing
systems of a similar scale, and operating within district and education environments.
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Testing and Acceptance Plans

Describe the approach to system/application testing of the proposed solution.

● Describe all tests to ensure system accuracy, completeness, performance, reliability, and
stability. These types should include unit, system, integration, performance, and user
acceptance tests.

● Provide a description of the tracking mechanism you will use for reporting defects. The tracking
mechanism available to the District must record the issue description, priority, complexity,
ownership, and tracking dates.

Go Live and Go Live Support

Describe your approach and offerings for ensuring a smooth transition to using the proposed solution.
Include in this section or as an attachment the technical support programs available during
implementation and post go–live.
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6.5.2 FORM IV–B: Training and Staff Development
Vendors will be responsible for providing all training to the District in relation to the SIS
implementation system including, but not limited to the IT team, teachers, counselors, deans,
secretaries, administrators, health professionals, and other employees.

On the following pages, please provide an overview of your training strategy to meet the training
expectations outlined above. Include associated costs for training in the D115 SIS RFP TOTAL
COSTS FORM.

Training Plan

Provide a detailed description of your recommended training plan for deployment of SIS District–wide.
Include class descriptions, training objectives, targeted users and recommendations regarding timing of
training and number of sessions needed. The training plan should be comprehensive enough to cover
the full training requirements of the District and should include training to IT staff, administrators,
secretaries, counselors, deans, teachers, and all other SIS users.
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Trainer Qualifications and Experience

Describe the qualifications and experience of your proposed trainer(s). Include a list of each individual’s
experience providing training similar in scale and scope as to what is being recommended for the
District.

Alternative Training Methods Available

List the alternative training methods your company offers such as web–based or other
multimedia–based training and train–the–trainer model.
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Training Material and Documentation

Please describe all training materials and documentation provided by your company which can be
reproduced and used as needed by the District.

Additional Training and Documentation

Provide a description of refresher training opportunities, workshops, user and/or discussion group
opportunities, as well as a description of any additional training and documentation available from your
company.
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6.5.3 FORM IV–C: Federal and State Reporting
On the following pages, please provide an overview of your organization’s strategies to ensure
that the school districts using your product in Illinois comply with federal and state reporting
requirements.

Federal and State Reporting Requirements

Provide a detailed description of how your organization identifies changes to federal and state reporting
requirements. Also, explain how changes are made and tested within the SIS system to update fields
and reports to meet these requirements.

Federal and State Reporting Requirements – User Updates

Describe how you work with school districts to inform them of changes within the SIS to address
changing federal and state requirements.
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6.6 RESPONSE FORM V: Attachments
Please complete and submit the Functional Requirements, Technical Requirements and the
Total Cost Forms included below. During submission, include in the subject line: Company
Name | YORKVILLE CUSD 115 SIS RFP. All file names should also include the vendor name.

FORM V-A: D115 SIS RFP REQUIREMENTS Form VI-A is available on the RFP Website

FORM V-B: D115 SIS RFP TOTAL COSTS FORM Form VI-B is available on the RFP Website
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6.7 ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RECEIPT OF ADDENDA
The following Addenda to the Specifications have been received and have been considered in
response to this Request for Proposal.

Date: _______________________________________

Date: _______________________________________

Date: _______________________________________

The successful Proposer will bear the burden of any and all undisclosed costs.
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6.8 AUTHORIZATION
Name of Authorized Representative:  ______________________________________________

Signature of Authorized
Company Representative: _______________________________________________

Date: _______________________________________________

Employer Identification Number: _______________________________________________

Company Name: _______________________________________________

Street Address: _______________________________________________

City, State, Zip: _______________________________________________

Notarization (Affix Corporate Seal)

My being duly sworn deposes and says that the information provided herein is true and
sufficiently complete so as not to be misleading.

SUBSCRIBED and SWORN TO before me this _____ day of __________________, 20_____.

Name: ____________________________________________________

Signature: ____________________________________________________

My Commission Expires: ____________________________________________________

(Notary Seal)
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Section 7: Required Contract Terms
While the District and the selected Vendor will negotiate the final contract, it must include at
least the following terms:

Confidentiality. Vendor and Vendor’s employees shall have access to District records (including,
but not limited to student and personnel records (“District Data”)) only to the extent necessary
for performance of the services. Vendor agrees that any information it or the individuals
performing services through Vendor receive from the District or otherwise in the performance of
services, or creates in the performance of services, including, but not limited to, information
pertaining to individual District employees or students in conjunction with services provided
under the Agreement, shall remain the property of the District and shall be treated and
maintained by Vendor and its employees as confidential information and used only for the
identified purposes in conjunction with the services under the Agreement. 

Vendor and its employees will be acting as “school officials” under state and federal student
records laws in the performance of services and will access student information only to the
extent necessary to perform services. Student record information shall not be downloaded or
uploaded onto the personal technology of individuals providing services through Vendor (e.g.,
phone, computer, tablet) except with specific written permission. Student information
downloaded onto personal technology or removed from the District shall be maintained in a
secure and confidential manner in accordance with standard data privacy protocols. Student
record information shall not be disclosed to third parties by Vendor or its employees except as
allowed or required by law, and will not be used for the Vendor’s or Vendor’s employees’ own
personal or business purposes outside the performance of services under the Agreement. All
information that qualifies as a student record under Family and Educational Rights Privacy Act
and the Illinois School Student Records Act shall be handled by the Vendor in accordance with
those laws

In the event any District Data is released or rendered accessible to third parties due to a
security breach or is otherwise disclosed without proper consent of District or any other required
party, the Vendor must:

● Notify the District by telephone and email as soon as practicable, but no later than
twenty-four hours after the Company becomes aware of the data breach;

● Provide the District with the name and contact information for an employee of the
Company who shall serve as the Company’s primary security contact; and

● Assist and fully cooperate with the District with any investigation, including interviews
with Company employees and review of all relevant records, including but not limited
to: assisting with any investigations; facilitating interviews with the Vendor’s
employees and others involved in the matter; making available all relevant records,
logs, files, data reporting, and other materials required to comply with applicable law,
regulation, or as otherwise reasonably required by the District; and assist the District
with any notification the District deems necessary related to the security breach.

Vendor shall promptly remedy any security breach and prevent any further security breaches at
Vendor’s expense in accordance with applicable privacy rights, laws, regulations and standards.
If the breach is attributable to Vendor, its employees or agents or to a breach of Vendor’s
network, software, servers or technology or equipment, any costs and expenses of investigating
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and remediating the breach, as defined in the Student Online Personal Protection Act, will be
assumed by Vendor. Vendor shall not, unless required by law, provide any notices except to the
District without prior written permission from the District. Vendor shall reimburse and indemnify
the District for any costs imposed on the District or reasonably undertaken by the District at its
discretion associated with a data breach, including reimbursement of fees paid by the School
District related to providing credit monitoring to affected individuals and payment of legal fees,
audit costs, fines, and other fees undertaken by the School District as a result of the security
breach.

Vendor, on behalf of itself and its employees, further agrees to comply with all state and federal
laws, including, but not limited to, the Illinois School Student Records Act and the federal Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act and all rules and regulations governing the release of
student and personnel records. Vendor, on behalf of itself and its employees, also agrees to
abide by all other records confidentiality obligations of the District and all District policies and
procedures applicable to same.

Vendor agrees to execute the National Data Privacy Agreement and Illinois Exhibits (IL-NDPA).
and abide by its terms.

Data Security. For any District Data stored pursuant to this Agreement on a server not under the
direct control of Vendor, Vendor shall have an agreement with the entity maintaining such server
holding that entity to security standards at least as stringent as set forth in this Agreement. No
District Data shall be stored in a server located outside of the United States. Vendor agrees to
take appropriate administrative, technical, and physical safeguards reasonably designed to
protect the security, privacy, confidentiality, and integrity of District Data. Vendor shall ensure
that District Data is secured and encrypted to the greatest extent practicable during use,
storage, and/or transmission. Vendor agrees to store and process the District Data in a manner
that is no less protective than those methods used to secure Vendor’s own data. Vendor shall
maintain complete and accurate records of these security measures and produce such records
to the District for purposes of audit upon reasonable prior notice during normal business hours.
The District reserves the right at its sole discretion to perform audits of the Vendor’s storage of
District Data, at the District’s expense, to ensure compliance with the terms of the Agreement.
Only the individuals or classes of individuals will have access to the data that need access to
the District Data to do the work described in the Agreement. Vendor shall ensure that any
subcontractors who may have access to District Data are contractually bound to follow the
provisions of the Agreement. The Vendor will ensure that employees and subcontractors who
perform work under the Agreement have read, understood, and received appropriate instruction
as to how to comply with these laws and the data protection provisions of the Agreement, and
shall be responsible for any failure of such individuals to comply with such obligations. Access
by students or parents/guardians to Vendor’s programs or services governed by the Agreement
or to any District Data stored by Vendor shall not be conditioned upon agreement by the
parents/guardians to waive any of the student data confidentiality restrictions or a lessening of
any of the confidentiality or privacy requirements contained in this Agreement.

Data Ownership. The District is owner of all District Data. Vendor does not obtain any right, title,
or interest in any of the data furnished by the District. When necessary, Vendor agrees to secure
individual authorizations to maintain or use the District Data in any manner beyond the scope or
after the termination of the Agreement. Any District Data in the possession of or under the
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control of Vendor shall be made available to the District upon request by the District. Vendor
shall be responsible to provide copies of or access to District Data in the possession or under
the control of the Company to the School District within a reasonable timeframe and in all cases
within timeframes that will allow timely compliance by the District with any statutorily or court
ordered deadline. This includes requests under the Illinois Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”),
requests for student records under FERPA or ISSRA, requests for records in discovery in state
or federal court or administrative proceedings, or any other request.

Content Accessibility. Additionally, to ensure that the content available on an Internet website or
web service used by Vendor is readily accessible to any students with disabilities, Vendor will
ensure that the Internet website or web service to be used by students under this Agreement
complies with Level AA of the World Wide Web Consortium's Web Content Accessibility
Guidelines 2.1 or any revised version of those guidelines pursuant to 105 ILCS 5/10-20.75.

Warranty. For the purposes of this Agreement, a “Defect” is defined as a failure of Vendor’s
products or services to substantially perform the services. For as long as the Agreement is in
place, Vendor warrants that Vendor’s products or services will not contain Defects. If the
products or services do not perform as warranted, Vendor will use reasonable efforts, consistent
with industry standards, to cure the Defect in accordance with Vendor’s then current support call
process. Should Vendor be unable to cure the Defect or provide a replacement product within
five business days, the District shall be entitled to a refund of its fees paid for the products or
services, as depreciated on a straight-line basis over a 12-month period commencing on the
date the District first has access to Vendor’s products or services through the date of
termination.

Indemnification. To the maximum extent permitted by law, Vendor agrees to indemnify, defend,
and hold harmless the District, its Board of Education and individual board members, officers,
employees, agents, attorneys and assigns (collectively, “District Indemnitees”), against any
claims, demands, actions, arbitrations, losses and liabilities resulting from, arising out of or
related to any act or omission of Vendor and its employees, contractors, and subcontractors in
performing the obligations under the Agreement or any breach of the Agreement.

Insurance. Vendor shall procure and maintain at its own cost and expense (1) comprehensive
general liability on an occurrence basis to insure all loss (including, but not limited to, attorney’s
fees and costs), claims, demands, or actions for damage to property, or bodily and personal
injury to or death of any one or more persons in the minimum amount of $5,000,000 per
occurrence and in the aggregate, (2) umbrella or excessive liability coverage in a minimum
amount of $5,000,000 per occurrence and in the aggregate, (3) professional liability insurance in
a minimum amount of $5,000,000, (4) worker’s compensation coverage in the minimum
statutory amounts, and (5) cyber liability insurance in an amount of no less than $5,000,000 per
occurrence and in the aggregate. The Vendor shall name the District Indemnitees (defined
above) as additional insureds on all insurance policies required herein, with the exception of the
worker’s compensation insurance. The insurance required of the Vendor shall be primary and
noncontributory.

The Vendor shall provide a certificate of insurance on a form acceptable to the District
evidencing the required insurance. The certificates of insurance and all insurance policies
required to be obtained by the Vendor shall provide that coverages afforded under the policies
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will not be canceled, reduced or allowed to expire without at least thirty days prior written notice
given to the District. If any of the insurance coverages are required to remain in force after final
payment, all additional certificates evidencing continuation of such coverage shall be submitted
with the final application for payment.

All insurance required of the Vendor shall state that the coverage afforded to the additional
insureds shall be primary insurance of the additional insureds with respect to claims arising out
of operations performed by or on their behalf. If the additional insureds have other insurance
which is applicable to the loss, it shall be on an excess or contingent basis.

Compliance with Law. Vendor shall comply with all applicable local, county, state, and federal
laws, rules and regulations, including those regarding the provision of educational software,
copyright, student records/educational records. Vendor shall also comply with the requirements
of the Illinois Human Rights Act, 775 ILCS 5/1-101 et seq. and the provision of sexual
harassment policies and procedures pursuant to Section 2-105 of that Act as well as Section
750.10 and Appendix A of the regulations of the Illinois Department of Human Rights, 44 Ill.
Admin. Code 750.10 and 44 Ill. Admin. Code 750.Appendix A in providing the services under
this Agreement. Vendor further certifies that to the extent applicable, it will provide a drug free
workplace as required by the Illinois Drug Free Workplace Act (30 ILCS 580/1 et seq.).

Employee and Subcontractor Qualifications. Vendor shall ensure that its employees and
subcontractors who have potential access to District Data are notified of their confidentiality
obligations and are otherwise qualified to perform the applicable services.

Service Levels. Vendor’s products or services are provided 24 hours per day, 7 days per week.
Vendor shall ensure 99.9% up-time, Monday through Friday between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m. Central
Time (“Up-time”). Where Up-time percentage averages less than 99.9% in a calendar month,
the District shall have the right to terminate the Agreement immediately upon written notice to
the District and obtain a pro-rata reimbursement for its past payments to the District and the
District shall be entitled to a refund of the District’s fees paid for the SIS, as depreciated on a
straight-line basis over a 12 month period commencing on the date the District first had access
to the SIS through the date of termination.

Status as independent Contractor. Vendor and the District are independent of one another, and
neither has the authority to bind the other to any third person or otherwise to act in any way as
the representative of the other, unless otherwise expressly agreed to in writing signed by both
parties hereto. Vendor shall be responsible for payment of all taxes imposed in connection with
its performance of services and receipt of fees under this Agreement.

No Assignment. The Agreement shall not be assigned, nor shall any part of the same be
subcontracted, without the written consent of the District, and in no case shall such consent
relieve Vendor from its obligations or change the terms of the Agreement.

Bid Rigging and Bid Rotating: The Vendor, being duly sworn, deposes and certifies under oath
that it, its officers, employees, and agents, are not barred from submitting this proposal as a
result of a violation of the Bid Rigging or Bid Rotating provisions of the Public Contracts Section
of the Illinois Criminal Code of 2012 (720 ILCS §§ 5/33E-3, 33E-4), or as a result of a violation
of any other law, rule, ordinance or regulation.
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Payments. The District shall make payments to the Vendor in accordance with the Illinois Local
Government Prompt Payment Act, 50 ILCS 505/1. If the District is late in making a payment it
shall make interest payments at the maximum amount permitted under the Illinois Local
Government Prompt Payment Act, 50 ILCS 505/4.

Governing Law and Venue. This Agreement shall be governed by, construed, and enforced in
accordance with the laws of the State of Illinois without regard to conflict of law principles.
Jurisdiction and venue for all disputes hereunder shall be the Circuit Court located in Kendall
County, Illinois, or the federal district court for the Northern District of Illinois.

Termination. The District may immediately terminate the Agreement if the District makes the
determination that the Vendor has breached a material term of this Agreement.

Data Return/Destruction. Upon expiration of the term of the Agreement, upon the earlier
termination of the Agreement for any reason, or upon the District’s request, the Vendor
covenants and agrees that it promptly shall deliver to the District and shall return to the District
all District Data. If return of the data is not feasible or if District agrees, then the Vendor shall
destroy the data. District Data must be destroyed in a secure manner as directed by the District.
The Vendor agrees to send a written certificate that the data was properly destroyed or returned
within 30 days of the end of the Agreement or within 30 days of the District’s request for
destruction. The Vendor shall destroy District Data in such a manner that it is permanently
irretrievable in the normal course of business.

Damage to Property. In the event the District’s property or any of the surrounding areas are
destroyed or damaged as a result of the Vendor’s work under the contract, the Vendor shall, at
Vendor’s sole cost, restore the property or any surrounding area. Such restoration shall be to a
condition at least equivalent to the condition of the affected area immediately before the
destruction or damage.

Section 8: Appendix

8.1 Round One – Agenda
● 5 Minutes Welcome and Introductions
● 1 Hour 50 Minutes Demonstration Cases
● 5 Minutes Closing and Follow-Up Questions
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8.2 Round One – Demonstration Cases

Case 1: Attendance and Lunch Counts
Anticipated Demonstration Time: 5 Minutes

An elementary teacher is starting the day in their classroom with 27 students. Within the first thirty (30)
minutes, the teacher needs to take attendance and record lunch counts for students. The students do
not know what lunch options are available. Four students are absent in the class, two students are
tardy, and one student is in the nurse’s office.

Demonstrations to the provided scenario should include the following:
● Updating attendance for a classroom using the SIS seating chart;
● Displaying the available lunch options for students;
● Recording lunch counts for individual students;
● Updating attendance for a late arrival student after attendance has been submitted; and
● Displaying the class attendance list which reflects a student that is in the nurse’s office.

Answer each of the following questions prior to the site visit:
● Does your system have a default setting for attendance? In our current system, student

attendance is set to “Present” unless changed.
● What options are available for recording attendance? For example, can attendance be

collected by period or homeroom?
● Does your system have the ability to collect attendance “on–the–fly” or in an emergency? For

example, a class is on a field trip and wants to collect attendance at different times during the
day.

● Show how attendance looks when teachers have multiple classes meeting at the same time
and location.
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Case 2: Seating Chart
Anticipated Demonstration Time: 10 Minutes

The District is using flexible seating in classrooms in addition to traditional seating in structured rows. A
middle school teacher has 25 students in their classroom. Three students in the class have IEPs/504
plans, two students are allergic to latex and one student is not eligible to participate in sports. Students
are returning from winter break and the teacher has reorganized the classroom and needs to update
their seating chart.

Demonstrations to the provided scenario should include the following:
● Printing a seating chart on a single page with user–selected fields and pictures;
● Displaying user–selected fields that can appear in the online seating chart;
● Showing the ability for substitute teachers or other users with permission to view the seating

chart;
● Auto–assigning students to a seating chart;
● Modifying the layout of an existing seating chart with students already assigned to the seating

chart;
● Adding and removing students from a seating chart;
● Saving a draft of the seating chart proposed changes; and
● Saving a template and applying the template to another class.

Answer each of the following questions prior to the site visit:
● What fields can be displayed in a seating chart?
● If indicators are available on the seating chart, can they be customized by the District?
● Can teachers adjust the size of student pictures on the seating chart – printed and/or online?
● When teachers have multiple classes meeting at the same time and location how do seating

charts work?
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Case 3: Lesson Planning
Anticipated Demonstration Time: 10 Minutes

A teacher is planning their next unit on American History and the Civil War. The teacher has
“connected” parents and students who are involved in the classroom on a regular basis – online and
in–person.

Demonstrations to the provided scenario should include the following:
● Creating a new learning unit, including the anticipated start and end dates for the unit;
● Reviewing available curriculum units from the system curriculum catalog;
● Adding previously created curriculum items from the catalog to a lesson in the unit;
● Copying an activity/assignment from another class gradebook;
● Adding a new assignment for a lesson in the unit created by the teacher;
● Adding a formative and summative assessment for a lesson in the unit;
● Connecting/assigning a standard to a lesson or assessment;
● Sharing a unit or lesson with another teacher or staff member;
● Designating a component of a lesson as shared or hidden from a student and/or parent;
● Modifying a component of a lesson, a complete lesson or a unit, as visible only on a designated

date, after a designated date or in a range of dates; and
● Adjusting a learning unit once created, including moving lessons or the overall unit.

Answer each of the following questions prior to the site visit:
● If a lesson or unit can be shared with a staff member, can this be leveraged for evaluations?
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Case 4: Evaluation and Communication
Anticipated Demonstration Time: 15 Minutes

A high school teacher is finalizing grades for the semester, which were completed in Canvas. The
teacher is reflective and interested in the overall performance and trends from the year. Parents and
students are notified 24 hours after final grades are available.

Demonstrations to the provided scenario should include the following:
● Grading an assignment in Canvas and updating the score in the gradebook;
● Connection between the gradebook and attendance, including visual indicator of status (i.e. a

student was absent on the day of the assignment or its due date);
● Changing a grade in the gradebook;
● Viewing the history on a specific grade;
● Providing a retake of summative assessments;
● Adding comments on the assessment scores;
● Reviewing a summary and analytic report of performance;
● Displaying the notification options available to a teacher from a gradebook action; and
● Displaying the options available for parents and students to receive / opt–out of notifications.

Answer each of the following questions prior to the site visit:
● What level of integration is available from LMS platforms and/or Canvas directly to the

gradebook?
● How are blank grades factored into a student’s final grade?
● Does your system have a mobile application for teachers? students? parents?
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Case 5: Online Registration (Family)
Anticipated Demonstration Time: 15 Minutes

The Smiths are a family with two children already served by the District. Online registration has
opened. The Smith’s recently moved within District boundaries, need to update their address. Each
parent wants to complete as much as possible online, given the following:

● Two children live only with Parent A and attend high school and middle school.
● The family has a third child who will be attending kindergarten in the Fall, and lives only with

Parent B.
● A grandmother is a shared emergency contact for all three children.

Both parents are not legally permitted to view the children who do not live with them. The
District needs to maintain the data and connection between the students and their parents.

Demonstrations to the provided scenario should include the following:
● Adding a new child/student to begin an online registration;
● Completing online registration for a Kindergarten student;
● Completing online registration for two returning students;
● Reviewing custom pages in the online registration process, highlighting PTO, boosters or other

building forms;
● Uploading residency documents from their recent move (3 forms required);
● Uploading or completing required documents (Court Order, Home Language Survey, Birth

Certificate, Race/Ethnicity);
● Checking the status of their online registration;
● Reviewing communications from the District in their online portal; and
● Reviewing communications from the District in their app.

Answer each of the following questions prior to the site visit:
● Can the communications or notifications be customized? If so, to what extent?
● What District level reporting, analytics and insights are available regarding online registration?

(i.e. progress, stalled applications, percentage of completed forms by school)
● When connecting students or emergency contacts, what address verification options are

available?
● When connecting students to a parent/guardian, what relationships are established

(parent–to–student, student–to–student, household–to–student, etc.)?
● Are guardians able to update their contact information on the Parent Portal?
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Case 6: Online Registration (School)
Anticipated Demonstration Time: 15 Minutes

The elementary secretary received the Smith’s application for their child’s Kindergarten enrollment. The
Smith family submitted two applications for their child who will be attending Kindergarten – one from
Parent A and another from Parent B.
The secretary needs to complete the application review, verify residency and connect Parent B’s child
to their Parent, adhering to the legal requirements.

Demonstrations to the provided scenario should include the following:
● Reviewing and approving the change of address for residency verification when materials were

provided online (3 forms required);
● Reviewing, uploading and approving the change of address for residency verification when

materials were provided in person (3 forms required);
● Reviewing and approving the required documents (Court Order, Home Language Survey, Birth

Certificate, Race/Ethnicity) when materials were provided online;
● Reviewing, uploading and approving the (Court Order, Home Language Survey, Birth

Certificate, Race/Ethnicity) when materials were provided in person;
● Communicating with Parent B regarding required changes and missing information from the

online application;
● Reviewing the online registration for completeness and approval from Parent B;
● Connecting the Smith’s child to Parent B, while protecting Parent A associated children;
● Reviewing the online registration for completeness and denial from Parent A; and
● The transition of the Kindergarten student record from completing an online registration to

being enrolled in a future academic year.

Answer each of the following questions prior to the site visit:
● What are the archival and retention policies on documents or resources uploaded into the

system?
● How are changes indicated when a registration form is completed?
● How does the system provide access/visibility to historical registrations?
● What level of intervention is available in the system for honoring legal holds?
● What level of intervention is available in the system to prevent/reduce duplicate record creation

for students, contacts or emergency contacts?
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Case 7: Scheduling
Anticipated Demonstration Time: 15 Minutes

A high school guidance counselor is building the schedule for the next academic year and needs to
provide several reports for the department chairs. The counselor needs to ensure that the schedule
accounts for student course requests, students assigned to courses based on counselor choices,
graduation requirements and factors like a 70%/30% balance for students with disabilities (IEP/504).
The counselor wants this process to be as automated as possible, while still being highly accurate
based on the parameters above.

Demonstrations to the provided scenario should include the following:
● Reviewing requests from students and indicating that the requests were reviewed, including

making comments on the requests;
● Identifying up to 3 alternative options on a course–level;
● Manually adjusting the balance percentages for a course from 70%/30% to 80%/20%;
● Locking a designated course and section to a student, which cannot be overridden;
● Overriding a prerequisite to enroll a student in a course, including a required comment;
● Reviewing and completing a four–year plan of courses, which includes prerequisites,

graduation requirements and progress of completion;
● Completing a spin on the master schedule, showing separation between success, warnings,

areas where the schedule was not honored, and recommendations to reduce overall impact;
● Building custom and on–the–fly reports (i.e. enrollment counts based on the 70%/30%

students); and
● Running standard out–of–the–box reports for scheduling.

Answer each of the following questions prior to the site visit:
● Does the system have the ability to save a draft of the master schedule prior to the spin?
● Does the system have the ability to complete a spin for an individual student, for groups of

students, or for all students?
● Does the system have the ability to make recommendations for a master schedule based on

student course requests?
● Does the system have the ability to back up and restore schedule changes?
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Case 8: Behavior
Anticipated Demonstration Time: 15 Minutes

A middle school student was fighting with another student during the passing period. Two teachers
separated the fight and walked the students to the principal’s office. The incident needs to be recorded
to initiate the discipline as well as meet State and Federal reporting requirements. Later in the day, a
teacher notices that both students have talked about a fight earlier in the day.

Demonstrations to the provided scenario should include the following:
● A teacher creating a referral for the incident which includes Student A and Student B;
● A second teacher providing additional information on the incident in the same referral;
● Ability to add witnesses (staff), who can provide additional information in the referral, when

requested;
● Ability to add notification contacts who can receive status updates;
● Ability for other staff to review behavior information on a student, with associated permissions

determining the level of information available;
● Recording the outcome and consequences of the discipline meeting;
● Delivery communications to parents, as determined by the staff member (i.e. time delay, no

notification, information provided, using templates);
● Notification to the referral sources of the stages of the referral, but not the outcome or full

details, unless permitted; and
● Adding attachments to the behavior incident.

Answer each of the following questions prior to the site visit:
● Does your system have the ability to customize behavior form(s) by level, while meeting state

reporting requirements?
● Does your system have the ability to make fields mandatory?
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Case 9: Enrollment State Reporting
Anticipated Demonstration Time: 10 Minutes

Technology Services submits reports to the State of Illinois and federal government. It is the first week
of school and the District needs to submit demographic reports to ISBE. In this process, Technology
Services needs to reduce as much manual effort from the overall workflow.

Demonstrations to the provided scenario should include the following:
● The overall workflow for completing the demographics report for the State of Illinois.

Answer each of the following questions prior to the site visit:
● What are the Service Level Agreements (SLAs) for your system when the State of Illinois

makes changes to reporting formats, requirements or introduces a new report?
● How does your company stay informed and up to date on reporting requirements in the State of

Illinois? What are the SLAs for your system when the federal government makes changes to
reporting formats, requirements or introduces a new report?

● How does your company stay informed and up to date on reporting requirements by the federal
government?

Case 10: Health
Anticipated Demonstration Time: 15 Minutes

Nurses are responsible for verifying compliance with state and federal laws.

Demonstrations to the provided scenario should include the following:
● How nurses are notified a student has a medical need requiring a health plan if a parent makes

a change to health information.
● Charting student visit to the nurse office.
● How to make a medical alert private to nurses only or sharable to teachers if appropriate
● The overall workflow for completing the immunization report for the State of Illinois.

Answer each of the following questions prior to the site visit:
● What are the Service Level Agreements (SLAs) for your system when the State of Illinois

makes changes to reporting formats, requirements or introduces a new report?
● How does your company stay informed and up to date on reporting requirements in the State of

Illinois? What are the SLAs for your system when the federal government makes changes to
reporting formats, requirements or introduces a new report?

● How does your company stay informed and up to date on reporting requirements by the federal
government?
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8.3 Round Two – Agenda
The agenda for round two will be provided as an addendum and posted as an update on
https://www.y115.org/RFP in the “Phase 1: Kickoff” section.

8.4 Round Two – Demonstration Cases
The demonstration cases for round two will be provided as an addendum and posted as an
update on https://www.y115.org/RFP in the “Phase 1: Kickoff” section.

8.5 Round Three – Agenda
The agenda for round three will be provided as an addendum and posted as an update on
https://www.y115.org/RFP in the “Phase 1: Kickoff” section.

8.6 Round Three – Demonstration Cases
The demonstration cases for round three will be provided as an addendum and posted as an
update on https://www.y115.org/RFP in the “Phase 1: Kickoff” section.
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